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Automatic Composition Recommendations for Portrait Photography
ABSTRACT
A user with no training in photography that takes pictures using a smartphone or other
camera is often not able to capture attractive portrait photographs. This disclosure describes
techniques to automatically determine optimal camera view-angles and frame elements, and to
generate instructions to guide users to capture better composed photographs. An ultra-wide
(UW) image is obtained via a stream parallel to a wide (W) image stream that the user previews
during the capture of a photograph. The UW image is used as a guide to determine an optimal
field of view (FoV) for the W-image, e.g., to determine an optimal foreground and background
composition; to add elements that enhance artistic value; to omit elements that detract from
artistic value; etc. Standard techniques of good photography, e.g., rule of thirds, optimal head
orientation, etc. can be used to guide the user to obtain an optimal FoV that results in an
attractive photograph.
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BACKGROUND
Whether a portrait photograph is of good quality depends on the experience of the
photographer, e.g., the skill with which the photographer balances lighting, composition, face
brightness, body pose, view angle, etc. While modern smartphone cameras include features to
capture vivid photos by automatically adjusting color, brightness, sharpness, etc., such devices
don’t guide users towards better aesthetics. Photo capturing software does not offer
compositional hints or suggest the inclusion (or exclusion) of particular elements in the frame
Such software also does not guide the user to a better angle or position for taking a portrait
photo. Existing techniques to improve the appeal of photographs generally only offer suggestions
related to cropping, which causes content to be discarded, and zooming, which reduces
resolution.
DESCRIPTION
This disclosure describes techniques to automatically determine optimal camera view
angles and frame elements for portrait photography and to generate instructions to guide users
how to move the camera to a better framing position. The techniques guide the user in real time
to adjust camera position using pan, zoom, tilt, etc. to make for a better composition for a
photograph being captured.
An ultra-wide (UW) image is obtained via a stream parallel to a wide (W) stream that the
user previews during the capture of the photograph. The UW image is used as a guide to
determine an optimal view to fit the field of view (FoV) of the W-image, e.g., to determine an
optimal composition of the foreground and background. Elements that add to artistic value,
which may otherwise be invisible, get included within the input view. Elements that detract from
artistic value are excised from the frame at the time of capture. Standard techniques of good
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photography, e.g., rule of thirds, optimal body pose, optimal positioning of facial landmarks,
optimal head orientation, etc., are used to guide the user into obtaining an optimal FoV. In
contrast to techniques that merely rely on cropping or zooming, photo resolution is maintained.
Descriptive, intuitive, and easy-to-follow instructions guide users on framing and positioning the
camera to capture a better portrait shot.

Fig. 1: A dual camera stream to automatically determine better composition
As illustrated in Fig. 1, a dual-stream camera streams ultra-wide (UW) videos (104) of a
scene in parallel to the wide (W) preview videos (102) provided to the user. The W-image is the
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main input view that a user sees in the camera viewfinder. The UW image is a reference image
with a wider FoV than the W-image. A compensation recommender (106) recommends a crop on
the UW image that enhances composition. The crop is such that elements that add to artistic
value are included, extraneous elements are excluded, and attention on the subject is enhanced.
For example, the W-image, which comprises the red bounding box in the UW FoV, is translated
to the right and scaled to obtain the green bounding box, which is the recommended composition
(108) for the W-image. Composition recommendation is described in greater detail below.
An instruction generator (110) guides the user to move the camera from the input view
(the W-image, red box) to the recommended view (the cropped UW image, green box). The
instructions can include short explanations (112) derived from rules of good photography and
contextualized to the scene, e.g., “move right to exclude pedestrians,” “zoom in to put the subject
in the upper third of the photo,” etc.
Alternatively, as illustrated in Fig. 2a, the W-image can be provided with a thumbnail
(202) of the UW image along with bounding boxes (204) and directional arrows (206) to guide
users. Alternatively, as illustrated in Fig. 2b, descriptive, written instructions (208) can be
overlaid on the W-image. Instruction generation is described in greater detail below.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2: Displaying instructions for the composition of a portrait photograph
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Composition recommendation

Fig. 3: Composition recommendation using the rule of thirds: (a) input view (W-image); (b)
full body on the left one-third; (c) full body on the right one-third
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The rule of thirds is a composition guideline in which an image is divided evenly into
thirds, both horizontally and vertically, and the subject of the image placed along one of the
dividing lines or at the intersection of two dividing lines. As illustrated in Fig. 3, the composition
recommender uses the rule of thirds to determine a crop on the image with optimal
foreground/background composition.
An object segmenter or recognizer [e.g., as described in 5] determines the bounding box
of the subject on the W-image (Fig. 3a, 302). A pose estimator [e.g., as described in 6] detects
body poses and facial landmarks. Where the portrait includes the full body (as in Fig. 3), the
center of the bounding box is aligned on the left or right grid line (horizontally); the bottom of
the subject bounding box is aligned with the bottom of the image; and the head is at the
intersection of the upper and left grid lines (as in Fig. 3b) or the head is at the intersection of the
upper and right grid lines (as in Fig. 3c). Descriptive instructions are given to the user to pan, tilt,
or zoom the camera to capture a photograph that complies with the rule of thirds.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 4: Composition recommendation using rule of thirds, where the portrait comprises the
upper body: (a) image of upper body aligned to comply with composition guidelines; (b)
body skeleton
Where the portrait includes the upper body, as illustrated in Fig. 4, the center of the body
bounding box (402) is aligned with the image center horizontally, the bottom of the body
bounding box is aligned with the bottom of the image, and the eyes are aligned with the
intersection of the upper grid lines (404). The upper body is defined by the body skeleton. For
example, in Fig. 4(b), the keypoints 4, 7, 8, and 11 constitute the bottom of the upper body
bounding box.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 5: Head-orientation based composition: (a) A W-image of a subject; (b) the left-facing
subject is aligned along the left third (less aesthetic); (c) the left-facing subject is aligned
along the right third (more aesthetic)
When aligning the full body to the left or right grid line, head orientation is accounted for
as follows. If the subject is left-facing (as in Fig. 5a), the subject is preferentially aligned to the
right third of the image, e.g., at the intersection of the right and upper grid lines, as in Fig. 5(c).
Although aligning a left-facing subject to the left third of the image as shown in Fig. 5(b) is
possible, it is less aesthetic, since there is less space for the left-facing subject to see into. The
head orientation is automatically determined from the UW image and instructions are
automatically generated to enable the user to pan the camera such that the left-facing subject of
the W-image aligns with the right third of the image. Similarly, if the subject is right-facing (as
in Fig. 3a), instructions are automatically generated to enable the user to align the subject to the
intersection of the upper and left grid lines (as in Fig. 3b). If the face is not unambiguously
facing one or the other side, an aesthetic metric such as NIMA [7] can be adopted to select the
view with the higher score.
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Instruction generation
Upon determining a suggested view from the UW image, the user is guided to move the
camera from the input view, e.g., the W-image, to the target view, e.g., the cropped UW image.
Some example templates for generating easy-to-follow, descriptive instructions include:
● Move [left/right] to put the center of the [child/man/woman] at the [left/right] grid line.
● Move [up/down] to put the eye of the [child/man/woman] at the top grid line.
● Move [left/right/up/down] to include/exclude [objects].
● Zoom in/out to [ratio] to include/exclude [objects].
The direction of movement (left/right/up/down) and zoom ratio can be obtained from bounding
box positions. The objects to be included or excluded can be obtained from object segmentation
results.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 6: Automatic instruction generation: (a) A UW image; (b) the W-image, as seen by the
user (c) the target view
For example, as illustrated in Fig. 6, to move the FoV from the red to the orange box
(Fig. 6a, the UW image), a descriptive instruction can be “move left, move down and zoom in to
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put the man’s face at the upper right corner.” Such automatically generated descriptive
instructions (or equivalent graphical depictions, audio instructions, etc.) enable the user to move
from the initial W-image (Fig. 6b) to a better composed target image (Fig. 6c), in which the
composition complies with rules of good photography such as the rule of thirds, the rule of head
orientations, etc. Alternative to descriptive instructions, numerical instructions based on image
coordinates can be given, e.g., “move left 115 pixels, move down 156 pixels, and zoom in by
1.2x.”
The described techniques of suggesting camera position and/or settings for improved
image composition are implemented with specific user permission. The user is provided with
options to enable or disable image composition suggestions at any time. Image analysis to
generate composition is performed on the user device and data used for such analysis are
discarded upon capture of the photograph.
CONCLUSION
This disclosure describes techniques to automatically determine optimal camera viewangles and frame elements, and to generate instructions to guide users to capture better
composed photographs. An ultra-wide (UW) image is obtained via a stream parallel to a wide
(W) image stream that the user previews during the capture of a photograph. The UW image is
used as a guide to determine an optimal field of view (FoV) for the W-image, e.g., to determine
an optimal foreground and background composition; to add elements that enhance artistic value;
to omit elements that detract from artistic value; etc. Standard techniques of good photography,
e.g., rule of thirds, optimal head orientation, etc. can be used to guide the user to obtain an
optimal FoV that results in an attractive photograph.
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